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Abstract—It is very costly and cumbersome to manage
database systems in-house especially for small or medium organi-
zations. Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) hosted in the cloud provides an
attractive solution, which is flexible, reliable, easy and economical
to operate, for such organizations. However security and privacy
issues concerning the storage of the data in the cloud and
access via the Internet have been major concerns for many
organizations. The data and the human resources are the life
blood of any organization. Hence, they should be strongly
protected. In this paper, we identify the challenges in securing
DaaS model and propose a system called CloudMask that lays the
foundation for organizations to enjoy all the benefits of hosting
their data in the cloud while at the same time supporting fine-
grained and flexible access control for shared data hosted in the
cloud.

Index Terms—Privacy, Access Control, Storage as a Service

I. I NTRODUCTION

Many benefits, including on-demand provisioning that en-
ables organizations to grow efficiently and in a cost effective
manner, have been the force driving many organizations to
move into the cloud. Storage as a service (SaaS) and Data
as a service (DaaS) are emerging cloud services by which
organizations can seamlessly store data in the cloud and
retrieve them based on access control policies (ACPs) that
cover legal requirements and organizational policies. While
SaaS provides a virtual storage, DaaS provides a higher level
interface to store and query data on a data structure. Amazon
S3 and Microsoft Azure storage service are two such popular
services currently available.

While cloud data services provide many benefits, data
privacy and security issues have been major concerns. Data
stored in the cloud often encode sensitive information and
should be protected as mandated by various organizational
policies and legal regulations. A commonly adopted approach
to address security and privacy is to encrypt the data before
uploading them to the cloud. Encryption alone however is not
sufficient as often organizations have to enforce fine-grained
access control on the data. Such control is often based on
information such as role of data users in the organization,
projects on which users are working and so forth. Therefore,
an important requirement is to support fine-grained access
control, based on policies specified in a expressive access
control language, over encrypted data hosted in the cloud.

In particular, an expressive access control model, such as
XACML, allows one to specify ACPs on protected objects
in terms of the properties of subjects, referred to asidentity
attributes. The email address, the role a user plays in her
organization, the age and the location a user accesses from
are a few examples of such identity attributes. The identity
attributes that subjects should possess in order to access pro-
tected objects are referred to asconditions. Such an attribute
based access control model is crucial in order to support fine-
grained access control policies to data. The electronic health
record (EHR) in Figure 1 shows an example of attribute based
access control policies for different portions of the record. For
example, a user who plays the role of data analyst can only
access lab reports.

Fig. 1. A simplified electronic record

A crucial issue in this context is that the identity attributes
in the access control policy conditions often encode privacy-
sensitive information. The privacy of the users is thus not
protected if their identity attributes are not protected. Privacy,
both individual as well as organizational, is considered a
key requirement in all solutions, including cloud services, for
digital identity management. Further, as insider threats [27]
are one of the major sources of data theft and privacy
breaches, identity attributes must be strongly protected even
from accesses within the organization. With cloud computing
initiatives the scope of insider threats is no longer limited to
the organizational perimeter. Therefore, protecting the identity
attributes of the users while enforcing attribute-based access
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control both within the organization and in the cloud is an
important requirement.

Fig. 2. A simplified EHR with sections having the same ACP are encrypted
with the same symmetric key.

In order to utilize minimum storage and bandwidth when
supporting fine-grained access control over encrypted data, it
is preferable to encrypt each data item only once. A simple
approach to do so is to encrypt the data items covered by
different ACPs with different keys and give keys to each user
depending on which ACPs they satisfy. Figure 2 shows a
simplified EHR with such an encryption based access control.
For example, the users playing the role of lab analyst or doctor
share the same key for the lab reports.

Such an approach, however, has some major drawbacks
with respect to privacy and key management. As shown in
Figure 3, the users’ privacy is not preserved since the users
are required to reveal their identity attributes to obtain the keys.
Further, the key management is not scalable since every time
the policies applicable to users change due to joining of new
users or leaving of existing users, the keys need to be reissued
to existing users in order to provide forward and backward
secrecy to the data. The goal of this work is to develop a
system, calledCloudMask, to overcome these shortcomings
while enjoying the benefits of the cloud data service models.
CloudMask is an extension of our previous work [29], [24].

In CloudMask, encryption is performed like in the sim-
ple approach mentioned above. However, unlike such simple
approach, users are not given the symmetric keys directly.
Instead, users are given one or more secrets that they can use
to derive the key on the fly in conjunction with some variable
public information. Such public information is stored on the
cloud and can be directly accessed by all users. CloudMask
provides forward and backward secrecy without affecting the
secrets given to existing users. In other words, CloudMask
handles rekey operations efficiently since it does not directly
share the same key with multiple users.

Fig. 3. A user obtaining a key when no privacy issues are considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of the architecture of CloudMask. Section III
provides an overview of the two key building blocks used
in CloudMask. Section IV describes the main phases in key
management. Section V discusses possible extensions to our
Cloud Mask. Section VI reviews selected work related to ours
and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. CLOUDMASK ARCHITECTURE

We assume that the organizational data are grouped into
documents. Each data item in a document is called asubdoc-
ument. CloudMask consists of the following entities:

• Document Manager(DM) is usually an in-house entity
that manages subscriptions and performs policy based
encryption of documents. Some parts of the computa-
tions performed by theDM can be moved to a cloud
infrastructure, such as Amazon EC2. However, we need
to exercise care in doing so since we need to make sure
that the actual keys are not exposed to the cloud.

• Cloud Data Service(CDS) is a third party cloud service
hosting the encrypted documents. TheCDS may work
under the SaaS or DaaS model.

• Users(Usrs) are the employees of the organization. They
register with theDM and retrieve documents from the
CDS.

• Identity Providers(IdPs) are independent entities that
issue certified identity tokens, i.e., commitments1 of
identity attributes, toUsrs.

Consider the following scenario. A hospital wants to move
its EHRs [16] (documents) to aCDS. Usrs are the hospital
employees playing different roles such as receptionist, cashier,
doctor, nurse, pharmacist, system administrator, and non-
employees such as patients. A cashier, for example, need
not have access to the data in EHRs except for the billing
information (subdocument) in them, while a doctor or a
nurse need not have access to billing information. The typical
identity attributes used by theUsrs, such as role, location
and position, can be used as good contextual information that
could be linked with other publicly available information in

1A commitment is a cryptographic primitive which allows a user to commit
to a value while keeping it hidden and preserving the user’s ability to reveal
the committed value later. In other words, it unconditionallyhides a value
while computationally binding the value to the user.



order to learn sensitive information about individuals, lead-
ing to privacy violations. There have been many incidents
where hospital employees steal coworkers’ identity attributes
to impersonate them and carry out highly damaging insider
attacks [27]. Our system is a promising step forward to
minimize such identity theft incidents as well as new incidents
in the cloud [15] since theDM andCDS do not learn identity
attributes ofUsrs.

Fig. 4. The privacy and security requirements that CloudMasksatisfies.

In summary, as shown in Figure 4, CloudMask satisfies the
following privacy and security requirements:

• TheDM and theCDS do not learn the identity attributes
of Usrs.

• TheCDS does not learn the content of the subdocuments.
• Attribute-based access control is enforced for the subdoc-

uments.
• The CDS provides a mechanism to restrict the access to

subdocuments only to authorizedUsrs without learning
their identity attributes.

III. B UILDING BLOCKS

CloudMask is based two key building blocks: Oblivious
Commitment Based Envelope (OCBE) protocols and Broad-
cast Group Key Management (BGKM) schemes.

A. OCBE Protocols

OCBE protocols, proposed by Li and Li [20], provide
a way to obliviously deliver a message to theUsrs who
satisfy certain conditions. TheDM andUsrs engage in OCBE
protocols for theUsrs to obtain secrets for the identity tokens,
expressed as commitments, they have. As shown in Figure 5,
for a given condition, aUsr sends her identity token, obtained
from an IdP, to theDM. The DM, in turn, sends theUsr an
envelope, that is, an encrypted message, containing a secret.
TheUsr can open (i.e., decrypt) the envelope only if she knows
the committed value in her identity token. In other words, the
Usr can derive the symmetric key only if her identity token
(e.g., commitment of “age” = 25) satisfies the condition (e.g.,
“age” ≥ 21). An OCBE protocol guarantees the following
properties:

• The DM does not learn the credentials of theUsrs.
• A Usr can open the envelope only if her credential

satisfies the condition.

Fig. 5. Shows the high-level interactions between the server and aUsr.
The underlying protocol is based on the zero knowledge proofof knowledge
where theUsr proves to the server that it can open the committed identity
attribute without showing the actual value. If the server issatisfied, it uses
the Usr’s identity token to create a symmetric key and then an envelope.

B. BGKM Schemes

Group Key Management (GKM) is widely used to securely
distribute a message to a group ofUsrs. In such a setting,
confidentiality is the key. The main idea is that theUsrs in
the group share a symmetric keyK, called the group key,
and whenever they want to communicate a message securely,
the message is encrypted withK and broadcast to all the
Usrs in the group. SinceK is known only to theUsrs in
the group, only they can decrypt and obtain the message.
When the group dynamics changes, i.e., a newUsr joins or
an existingUsr leaves the group, a new group key must be
generated and redistributed in a secure way to all current group
Usrs, so that a new member of the group cannot recover
earlier transmitted messages (backward secrecy), and aUsr
who has left the group cannot learn anything from future
communications in the group (forward secrecy). This process
is called rekeying. A traditional GKM scheme requires to
setup private communication channels with all theUsrs in
the group to update the group key when the group dynamic
changes. Such an approach is not desirable if there are frequent
leaves/joins with manyUsrs in the group. Further, it does
not preserve the privacy of theUsrs as the direct user-key
relationship should be maintained. Broadcast GKM (BGKM)
schemes overcome these issues. As shown in Figure 6, instead
of distributing keys to users, each user obtains one or more
secrets which they can combine with some variable public
information to obtain the group key. Whenever the group
dynamics changes, only the public information needs to be
changed and no private communication channel needs to be
setup.

A few BGKM schemes have been proposed [12], [11], [32].
In this work, we focus on the first provably secure BGKM
scheme ACV-BGKM [29]. ACV-BGKM is based on the really
simple idea of matrix null spaces. As show in Figure 7 (a), the
key generation server, theDM, creates a matrixA of sizen×m
(m > n) where each row is constructed using the secret(s)
given to eachUsr in the group. Since the secrets of eachUsr
are unique,A is a full rank matrix. TheDM then computes
(Figure 7 (b)) the null space ofA, B of sizet×m (t = m−n)



Fig. 6. Shows the concept behind BGKM. Notice that users are not given
the key directly. Instead, they are given some secrets which can be combined
with public information to obtain the key.

and choose a random vector fromB and embeds the group key
k in it. We call this final vector Access Control Vector (ACV).
As shown in Figure 7 (c), a validUsr can construct a vector in
the row space ofA using her secret(s). We call this vector Key
Extraction Vector (KEV). The inner product of the ACV and
the KEV gives the group keyk. In order to changek, only the
public ACV should be changed while the user secrets remain
unchanged. At high-level, removing a row fromA prevents an
existingUsr from obtaining the key and adding a new row to
A allows a newUsr to obtain the key.

Fig. 7. Shows the main steps of the ACV-BGKM scheme.

Now we provide technical details of BGKM in general
and the above described ACV-BGKM scheme in particular.
In general, a BGKM scheme consists of the following five
algorithms:Setup, SecGen, KeyGen, KeyDer, andUpdate.

• Setup(ℓ): It initializes the BGKM scheme using a security
parameterℓ. It also initializes the set of used secretsS,
the secret spaceSS, and the key spaceKS.

• SecGen(): It picks a random bit strings /∈ S uniformly
at random fromSS, addss to S and outputss.

• KeyGen(S): It picks a group keyk uniformly at random
from KS and outputs the public information tuplePI
computed from the secrets inS and the group keyk.

• KeyDer(s, PI): It takes the user’s secrets and the public
information PI to output the group key. The derived
group key is equal tok if and only if s ∈ S.

• Update(S): Whenever the setS changes, a new group key
k′ is generated. Depending on the construction, it either
executes theKeyGen algorithm again or incrementally
updates the output of the lastKeyGen algorithm.

Using the above abstract algorithms, we provide an
overview of the construction of the ACV-BGKM scheme under
a client-server architecture. The ACV-BGKM scheme satisfies
the requirements ofminimal trust, key indistinguishability,
key independence, forward secrecy, backward secrecyand
collusion resistance [11]. The ACV-BGKM algorithms are
executed by a trusted key serverDM and a group of users
Usri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

• Setup(ℓ): DM initializes the following parameters: anℓ-
bit prime numberq, the maximum group sizeN (≥ n
and N is usually set ton + 1), a cryptographic hash
function H(·) : {0, 1}∗ → Fq, whereFq is a finite field
with q elements, the keyspaceKS = Fq, the secret space
SS = {0, 1}ℓ and the set of issued secretsS= ∅.

• SecGen(): DM chooses the secretsi ∈ SS uniformly at
random forUsri such thatsi /∈ S, addssi to S and finally
outputssi.

• KeyGen(S): DM picks a randomk ∈ KS as the group
key. DM choosesN random bit stringsz1, z2, . . . , zN ∈
{0, 1}ℓ. DM creates ann× (N + 1) Fq-matrix

A =











1 a1,1 a1,2 . . . a1,N
1 a2,1 a2,2 . . . a2,N
...

...
...

...
...

1 an,1 an,2 . . . an,N











,

where

ai,j =

{

1 if j = 0
H(si||zj) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, si ∈ S

DM then solves for a nonzero(N + 1)-dimensional
columnFq-vectorY such thatAY = 0. Note that such a
nonzeroY vector always exists as the nullspace of matrix
A is nontrivial by construction. Here we require thatDM
choosesY from the nullspace ofA uniformly at random.
DM constructs an(N + 1)-dimensionalFq-vector

ACV = k · eT1 + Y,

where e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is a standard basis vector of
F
N+1
q , vT denotes the transpose of vectorv, andk is the

chosen group key. TheACV vector controls the access
to the group keyk and is called anaccess control vector.
DM lets

PI = 〈ACV, (z1, z2, . . . , zN )〉,



and outputs publicPI and privatek.
• KeyDer(si, PI): Using its secretsi and the public

information tuplePI, Usri computesai,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
as in the above formula and sets an(N +1)-dimensional
row Fq-vector

vi = (1, ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,N ).

vi is called a Key Extraction Vector (KEV) and corre-
sponds to a unique row in the access control matrixA.
Usri derives the keyk′ from the inner product ofvi and
ACV :

k′ = vi ·ACV.

The derived keyk′ is equal to the actual group keyk if
and only if si is a valid secret used in the computation
of PI, i.e., si ∈ S.

• Update(S): It runs theKeyGen(S)algorithm and outputs
the new public informationPI ′ and the new group key
k′.

The above construction becomes impractical with large
number of users since the complexity of the matrix and the
public information isO(n). In our technical report [23], we
propose using subset-cover techniques [25], [19] with BGKM
to make the complexity sublinear inn. The high-level idea
is that instead of giving only one secret,Usrs are given
multiple secrets which overlap with some of the secrets given
to otherUsrs. When aUsr is revoked, one or more secrets
become invalid. When generating a new group keyk, instead
of selecting one secret perUsr, we select only the minimal
subset of secrets that covers all the group members. Some
subset-cover techniques reduce the number of secrets required
to build the access control matrix tolog n which in turn vastly
improves all the algorithms of the ACV-BGKM scheme.

IV. M AIN PHASES IN KEY MANAGEMENT

CloudMask undergoes the following three distinct phases
each of which works independently:

• Identity token issuance
• Identity token registration
• Document publication and authorization

A. Identity Token Issuance

IdPs issue identity tokens (IT s) to Usrs. As shown in
Figure 8, aUsr shows proofs of identity attributes to anIdP.
If the IdP is convinced that identity attributes belong to the
Usr, it issues a identity token for each such identity attribute.
We assume that everyIdP issues these tokens in a uniform
formatIT = (nym, id-tag, c, σ), wherenym is a pseudonym
for uniquely identifying aUsr in CloudMask, id-tag is the
tag of the identity attribute under consideration,c a Pedersen
commitment2 for the identity attribute value, andσ is the
IdP’s digital signature fornym, id-tag andc. For example, an
identity token that aUsr, identified by “eid-1515”, receives for
the identity attribute tag “age”, looks likeIT = (eid-1515,
age, 543243243556, 4322348998254219).

2A Pedersen commitment is a type of cryptographic commitment.

Fig. 8. Shows the interactions between theUsr and theIdP during the token
issuance phase.

B. Identity Token Registration

Fig. 9. Shows the interactions between theUsr and theDM during the token
registration phase.

In this phase,Usrs use the identity tokens obtained from
IdPs. Usrs register with theDM in order to access content,
encoded as subdocuments, from theCDS. During the regis-
tration, Usrs first retrieve theDM’s ACPs, each of which is
of the form (subject, policy-id), and thepolicy configurations,
each of which is a disjunction of some ACPs. The subject
of each access control policy, identified by the policy-id,
is a conjunction of conditions. A condition has the form
cond = (id-tag op l), whereop is a comparison operator
such as=, <, >, ≤, ≥, 6=, and l is a value that can be
assumed by the identity attribute referred to by the tagid-
tag. A policy is satisfied if and only if all the conditions
in that policy are satisfied. An example policy with two
conditions is (“level ≥ 58” ∧ “role = nurse”). A policy
configuration is associated with a subdocument. In order to
access a subdocument, aUsr should satisfy at least one
policy in the policy configuration of the subdocument. After
determining which policy configurations are to be satisfied,as
shown in Figure 9, theUsr presents its required identity tokens
through OCBE protocols. Note that during this process theDM
learns neither the attributes of theUsr nor the satisfiability of



the corresponding condition. For each identity token received
from theUsr during registration, theDM sends an encrypted
conditional subscription secret(CSS). CSSs are used byUsrs
to derive the decryption keys for the subdocuments for which
they satisfy the policy configuration and are managed by the
BGKM scheme. Note thatUsrs can obtain the CSS from the
encrypted response message if and only if they possess a valid
identity token.

C. Document Publication and Authorization

Fig. 10. Shows theDM publishing a sample document in theCDS.

As shown in Figure 10, theDM encrypts the subdocuments
having the same policy configuration with the same symmetric
key K and publishes the subdocuments together with certain
additional information. Each encrypted subdocument has the
following information:

• Subdocument identifier
• Encrypted content of the subdocument
• Encrypted meta-data identifying some key fields in the

subdocument
• ACV
• Hash-based message authentication code of the ACV

using the keyK, HMAC(K, ACV)
The ACV is generated as outlined in Section III-B. The

Usrs are aware of which subdocuments they satisfy. How-
ever, theCDS sees these encrypted subdocuments simply
as objects and cannot differentiate one subdocument from
another. Anonymous access is provided to the identifier and
the ACV of each subdocument. In other words, anyone can
access these information. One could allow anyone to access
all the subdocuments since they are encrypted. However
organizations could suffer from such a policy. Usually aCDS
charges based on the bandwidth utilization. Therefore the
utilization of bandwidth is controlled in two ways. Firstly,
the HMAC in each subdocument is used as an authorization
code. The idea is that, an authorizedUsr is able to construct

the HMAC using its private CSS values and the public ACV.
A Usr is allowed to access the encrypted meta-data and the
content only if the constructed HMAC matches the HMAC
attached to the encrypted subdocument. An advantage of such
a simple authorization method is that the condition can be
specified in a simple access control list (ACL) which many
commercial CDS providers already support. Secondly, the
Usrs first download only the smaller encrypted meta-data to
decide if they want to download the typically large encrypted
content.

If a key needs to be updated due to the changes in the user
dynamics (i.e., a newUsr satisfying a policy configuration or
an existingUsr ceasing to satisfy a policy configuration), the
DM generates a new ACV, re-encrypt only the affected sub-
documents and publishes them in the cloud without requiring
to update any CSS values issued to existingUsrs. That way
keys are managed transparently to the existingUsrs, while, at
the same time, assuring forward and backward secrecy of the
content.

V. D ISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss some useful extensions to Cloud-
Mask.

A. Audit log generation for regulatory compliance

Due to various regulatory requirements, organizations need
to maintain audit logs related to data access. For example,
in USA, health care security and privacy regulations require
organizations to keep audit logs that capture who did what
to which health record, when, and on which system. In
CloudMask, such logging could be easily implemented in
different parts of the system. For example, during our OCBE
protocol execution, theDM can keep the logs of user creden-
tials that are used to get secrets to generate encryption keys
for accessing subdocuments. Since user credentials are never
revealed to theDM, we need a separate technique to keep
track of user credentials. One possible solution is to use a
conditional key escrow which reveals the credentials of a user
only when a certain condition is met. Such an approach keeps
the credentials of honest users secret from theDM while only
revealing the credentials of misbehaving users. The logs kept
by the DM could be used later on to identify who may have
accessed any given subdocuments.

One issue with keeping logs with theDM is that a user
who executed the OCBE protocol later on may claim that
even though she got the secrets to generate encryption keys,
she never used keys to access data. To counter against such
issues, another auditing layer could be added to theCDS. For
example, each user may be provided pseudonyms and public
keys signed by CloudMask. Using such signed pseudonyms
and public keys, users can prove their identity to theCDS
before retrieving any document. TheCDS can easily store
logs that are capturing the pseudonyms of the users who are
downloading any given document. Given the logs kept by the
CDS andDM, we can combine them to precisely learn users
who downloaded documents and encryption keys together. We



leave the integration of such audit logs to our system as a
future work.

B. Improving the query efficiency

There is a trade-off between the amount of security/privacy
and query performance when the data is encrypted and stored
in the cloud. Data encryption makes querying and retrieving
selected files a challenging task. A naive solution is to let the
Usrs download the complete encrypted data set, decrypt it
and filter the data they want to access based on the keywords
or phrases. Such a solution is not acceptable since it requires
high network bandwidth and theUsrs require high capacity
storage and processing capabilities as they are required to
decrypt all the documents to obtain the document(s) of interest
to them. Ideally, the system should be able to let theUsrs
download only those authorized encrypted documents they are
interested in. One approach to address such issue is to support
keyword based search. Since keywords can reveal sensitive
information aboutUsrs, they should be encrypted as well.
While traditional search over encrypted data techniques [30],
[5], [17], [7] can be utilized to provide a basic keyword based
querying capability, it is still an open problem to support
authenticated querying beyond simple presence or absence of
a set of keywords expressed as a Boolean formula. We plan
to support authenticated querying in CloudMask.

VI. RELATED WORK

Searchable Encryption:Search in encrypted data is a privacy-
preserving technique used in theoutsourced storage model
where a user’s data is stored on a third-party server and
encrypted using the user’s public key. The user can use a query
in the form of an encrypted token to retrieve relevant data
from the server, whereas the server does not learn any more
information about the query other than whether the returned
data matches the search criteria. There have been efforts to
support simple keyword queries [30], [5], conjunctive key-
word queries [17] and more recently complex ones involving
conjunctive, subset and range queries [7]. The primary focus
of such work is to protect the confidentiality of the published
data from the third-party servers. Issues related to fine-grained
access control (FGAC), such as key management, are not
considered and the servers are trusted to preserve the privacy
of the users who query the encrypted content. Further, these
approaches are not able to support general monotonic access
control policies. There have been some recent attempts to
provide keyword based searches in the cloud [31], [10], [21].
While these approaches provide different capabilities, such as
fuzzy keyword search [21], ranked keyword search [31] and
multi-keyword search [10], they do not provide authenticated
search capabilities and do not address key management issues.
Attribute Based Encryption: The concept of attribute-based
encryption (ABE) has been introduced by Sahai and Wa-
ters [28]. ABE can be considered as a generalization of
identity based encryption [6], [13] (IBE), where the encryption
is based on some identity. Thus, ABE is more expressive
than IBE. In an ABE system, the plaintext is encrypted

with a set of attributes. The key generation server, which
possesses the master key, issues different private keys to users
after authenticating the attributes they possess. Thus, these
private keys are associated with the set of attributes each user
possesses. In its basic form, a user can decrypt a ciphertext
if and only if there is a match between the attributes of the
ciphertext and the user’s key.

The initial ABE system is limited only to threshold policies
where there should be at leastk out of n attributes common
between the attributes used to encrypt the plaintext and the
attributes users possess. Pirretti et al. [26] gave an imple-
mentation of such a threshold ABE system using a variant of
the Sahai-Waters Large Universe construction [28]. Since the
initial threshold scheme, a few variants have been introduced
to provide more expressive ABE systems. Goyal et al. [18]
introduced the idea of key-policy ABE (KP-ABE) systems and
Bethencourt et al. [4] introduced the idea of ciphertext-policy
ABE (CP-ABE) systems. Even though these constructs are
expressive and provably secure, it is hard to support group
management, especially to provide forward security when a
user leaves the group (i.e. attribute revocation) and to provide
backward security when a new user joins the group. Some of
the above schemes suggest using an expiration attribute along
with other attributes. However, such a solution is not suitable
for a dynamic group where joins and departures are frequent.
Fine-grained Access Control: Fine-grained access control
(FGAC) allows one to enforce selective access to the content
based on expressive policy specifications. Research in FGAC
can be categorized into two dissemination models:push-
basedandpull-basedmodels. In a push-based system, content
publishers push the content to users either by broadcastingor
making the content available in a public location. In a pull-
based system, every time users want to access some content,
they login to the content provider and retrieve based on the
access control policies. Our work focuses on the pull based
model, but the techniques introduced can be used to construct
push-based systems supporting FGAC.

Under the push-based model, the database and security
communities have carried out research concerning techniques
for the selective dissemination of documents based on access
control policies [3], [22]. In all such work, subdocuments
are encrypted with different keys, which are provided to
users at the registration phase, and broadcast the encrypted
subdocuments to all users. However, such approaches require
all [3] or some [22] keys be distributed in advance during
user registration phase. This requirement makes it difficult to
assure forward and backward key secrecy when user groups
are dynamic with frequent join and leave operations. Further,
the rekey process is not transparent, thus shifting the burden
of acquiring new keys on existing users when others leave
or join. In contrast, our approach makes rekey transparent to
users by not distributing actual keys during the registration
phase. Another distinction is that all these approaches focus
on achieving confidentiality of the content and privacy of the
users who access the content is not considered. In contrast,our
goal is not only to provide confidentiality but also to preserve



the privacy of users who access the documents.
Under the pull-based model, the content publisher is re-

quired to be online in order to access the content. There has
been some recent research efforts [14], [8] to construct privacy
preserving access control systems by combining oblivious
transfer [9], [1] and anonymous credentials [2]. The goal
of such work is similar to ours but we identify the following
limitations. Each transfer protocol allows one to access only
one record from the database, whereas our approach does not
have any limitation on the the number of records that can be
accessed at once since we separate the access control from
the authorization. Another drawback is that the size of the
encrypted database is not constant with respect to the original
database size. Redundant encryption of the same record is
required to support policies involving disjunctions. However,
our approach encrypts each data item only once as we have
made the encryption independent of the policies. Further, such
approaches are not designed to support privacy preserving
content based access control.

VII. C ONCLUSION

Current trends in cloud computing and associated ser-
vices are further pushing publishing functions to third-party
providers to achieve flexibility and economies of scale. How-
ever, recent surveys have found that one of the key resistance
factors for organizations to move to the cloud is represented
by data privacy and security concerns. We believe that Cloud-
Mask is a promising solution to address privacy and security
concerns in the context of attribute based access control of
organizational data over a cloud data service.

We have implemented and demonstrated a preliminary
system that supports most of the functionality described in
Section IV except the querying facility [24]. We plan to adapt
the system to build CloudMask and also extend it to support
the capabilities discussed in Section V.
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